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Window shades are available in different materials and patterns. From fabric to natural wood blinds,
diverse new patterns are coming up to add to variety of the shades. Amongst many of such
varieties, natural wood blinds have attained popularity amongst the users. Previously, faux wood
blinds were preferred for being environment-friendly and attractive. In addition, these blinds happen
to be cheaper compared to other types of blinds. However, natural wood has to offer more versatility
when compared to faux wood. No wonder, demand of the natural wood blinds has propped up fast
in the recent times.

There are several reasons why natural wood is preferred to faux wood. Synthetic materials are used
while manufacturing faux wood shades. In contrast, natural wood shades are made from 100%
natural wood. This type of wood is renewable and can be recycled as well. The same scope is not
possible with the faux wood blinds. In case of the natural wood shades, manufacturers can explore
the vast forests for picking best woods. For example, Brazilian rain forest is considered as the
richest source of natural timber for manufacturing window shades. Due to profound availability, we
can now make access to discounted wood blinds offers at less cost.

As these innovative wooden shades need to compete with several other types of products,
manufacturers come up with more appealing shades on natural woods. It is no more necessary to
call for a carpenter when you want to custom the shades at home. Following online guidelines would
suffice when you want to custom beautiful shades with fashionable designs. Some online guidelines
even may assist you with the exact procedures when you submit details on dimensions and
preferable size of the shades.

The natural wood blinds are available in different colors. If you do not have specific idea on this, you
can ask the manufacturers to present some sample color strips. The general idea on shades is their
match with the paint of the walls. Opt for a contrast color preferably to highlight the designs you do
on the shades while customizing them. At the same time, paint of the wall would be more attractive
when the shades are of contrast colors.

Customizing shades at home requires patience and experimentation. Still, you should be particular
about some aspects while shopping for the shade materials. For example, you ought to know the
height and size of the shades. It is needless to mention, both of these aspects depend on the
heights and lengths of the windows. As far height of the shade is concerned, keep it a little extra
than the actual height. The flowing look adds extra appeal to the home.

While shopping for the discounted wood blinds, make sure you do not shop for shades of inferior
quality. You can get across the best available products by shopping online. Browsing internet would
be convenient as you can meet many online dealers of shades under one place. Getting across
high-quality natural wood blinds would not be difficult when you opt for a thorough online research.
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Smith Williams - About Author:
Smith Williams is a freelance author who has the vast knowledge on a board mounted valances and
a custom window blinds. For more details please visit: - a http://www.getblinds.com/
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